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neighborhood across the bay from San Francisco. The restaurant is a the New Year will bring. Then bad boy Colt Dickenson shows up with a
The MacGowan Betrothal Clarkson Potter
She will entrance him with her beauty . . . and entice him to her friendly beacon on a tree-lined parkway, nestled low and snug next to ring. No one has ever gotten under her skin like he has, but Casie can't
believe a rough stock cowboy will stick around for the long haul. Still, the
a scrap-metal yard in this Bay Area rust belt. Out front, customers
bed.
Full House NYLA
congregate on long benches and sprawl in the grass, soaking up the heart wants what it wants. Love is as stubborn as family, foals, and farm
equipment. And sometimes you have to face your fears to find the
sunshine, sipping at steaming mugs of Oakland-roasted coffee,
Meet the LGBTQ+ dealmakers, trailblazers, and glass-ceiling
happiness that only coming home can bring.
waiting to snag one of the tables they glimpse through the swinging
breakers in business, politics, and beyond. The people who are
Unhinged Simon and Schuster
doors. Deals are done, friends are made; this is a community in
creating national public policy, running billion-dollar tech
action. In short order, they'll get their table, their pecan-studded sticky In this inclusive, illustrated history and guide to skin care and
enterprises, and winning Olympic medals. Andrew Gelwicks
buns, their meaty hash topped with a quivering poached egg. Later in beauty, journalist and founder of Very Good Light David Yi
interviews the leaders who have forged their own paths and
teaches us that self-care, wellness, and feeling beautiful
the day, the line grows, and the orders for chef-owner Tanya
changed the world. From Troye Sivan to Margaret Cho, George
transcends time, boundaries, and binaries—and that pretty boys
Holland's famous chicken and waffles or oyster po'boy fly. This is
Takei to Billie Jean King, Shangela to Adam Rippon, each person
when satisfaction arrives. Brown Sugar Kitchen, the cookbook, stars can change the world Chanel and Goop might have seemed
credits their queer identity with giving them an edge in their paths 86 recipes for re-creating the restaurant's favorites at home, from a
ahead of the curve when they launched their men’s beauty and
to success. Their stories brim with the hard-won lessons gained
thick Shrimp Gumbo to celebrated Macaroni & Cheese to a showwellness lines, but pharaohs were exfoliating, moisturizing, and
over their careers. With variances in age, background, careers, and stopping Caramel Layer Cake with Brown Butter–Caramel Frosting.
masking eons earlier. Thousands of years before Harry Styles
races, key themes shine through: Channeling anger in a positive
And these aren't all stick-to-your-ribs recipes: Tanya's interpretations strutted down the red carpet with multicolored fingernails,
way -- using it as rocket fuel to succeed Leveraging your difference of soul food star locally grown, seasonal produce, too, in crisp,
Babylonian army officials had their own personal manicure sets.
to beget new ideas and strategies Bridging generational gaps
creative salads such as Romaine with Spring Vegetables & CucumberAnd BTS might have become an international sensation for their
Buttermilk Dressing and Summer Squash Succotash. Soul-food
Accessing resources to conquer crippling denial, internalized
smoky eyes and perfect pouts, but the Korean Hwarang warriors
homophobia, and doubt The power of the Internet as a tool of self- classics get a modern spin in the case of B-Side BBQ Braised
who put on a full face before battle preceded them by centuries.
discovery Using your sensitivity and attunement to read the room, Smoked Tofu with Roasted Eggplant and a side of Roasted Green
Pretty Boys unearths diverse and surprising beauty icons who
deciding when to fit in and when to stand out Finding a queer tribe Beans with Sesame-Seed Dressing. Straight-forward, unfussy but
have redefined what masculinity and gender expression look
and learning to help and lean on one another Collecting incisive, inspired, these are recipes you'll turn to again and again. Rich visual
storytelling reveals the food and the people that made and make West like throughout history, to empower us to live and look our
deeply personal conversations with LGBTQ+ trailblazers about
truths. Whether you're brand new to beauty, or you already have
Oakland what it is today. Brown Sugar Kitchen truly captures the
how they leveraged the challenges and insights they had as relative
a ten-step routine, Pretty Boys will inspire and teach you how to
sense—and flavor—of this richly textured and delicious place.
outsiders to succeed in the worlds of business, tech, politics,
Full Scoop Harper Collins
find your best self through tutorials, beauty secrets, and advice
Hollywood, sports and beyond, The Queer Advantage celebrates UnzippedDell
from the biggest names in the beauty industry, Hollywood, and

the unique, supercharged power of queerness.

Unplugged Macmillan
Just Desserts? It’s November in Sinful and everyone is gearing
up for Thanksgiving. But when Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie
bag a body on their turkey hunting trip, the quiet enjoyment of
fall is over. No one really knew Miles Broussard well, and as
he’d recently sold the building his business was in to retire in
another state, no one could explain how he’d ended up
murdered and dumped in the bayou. Ally Lemarque has been
waiting her entire life to open her bakery, and that day finally
arrived when she purchased the building from Miles. But when
she visits the site late at night and interrupts an intruder, she
comes away with a crack on her head and concerns about why
someone would break into an empty building. Fortune doesn’t
think for a minute that Miles’s murder and the attack on Ally
are unrelated. And Swamp Team 3 won’t rest until they’re sure
Ally is safe.

social media. From Frank Ocean’s skin-care routine to Clark
Gable’s perfectly styled hair, Rami Malek’s subtle eyeliner to a
face beat to the gods à la Boy George or Kimchi the drag queen,
K-Beauty to clean beauty, Pretty Boys will completely change
the way we all see gender expression and identity.
Double Whammy Dell
The best-performing companies have leaders who actively apply
moral values to achieve enduring personal and organizational
success. Lennick and Kiel extensively identify the moral
components at the heart of the recent financial crisis, and
illuminate the monetary and human costs of failed moral
leadership in global finance, business and government. The
authors begin by systematically defining the principles of moral
Unmanned Dell
intelligence and the behavioral competencies associated with
Chrissy McMullen, L.A.'s most death defying
them. Next, they demonstrate why sustainable optimal
psychologist, is madly juggling a couple of
performance–on both an individual and organizational
too hot to handle beaus, several weirder than
Unzipped Avon Books
level–requires the development and application of superior
hell family members, and a plethora of
Beaumont, South Carolina, pediatrician Maggie Davenport's ex-boyfriend,
moral and emotional competencies. Using many new examples
disturbed clients when longtime friend, Micky who is also the father of her thirteen-year-old daughter, escapes from
and real case studies and new interviews with key business
Goldenstone, is found shot and unresponsive
prison and tracks her down in search of money he hid before being
beside a dead adversary. Is Micky a murderer? sentenced for murder, and fortunately for her she has attractive FBI agent leaders, they identify connections between moral intelligence
Or can Chrissy find the culprit before her
and higher levels of trust, engagement, retention, and
Zack Madden to protect her as she tries to hide the past from her
neighbors.
juggling act crashes to a deadly conclusion?
innovation. Readers will find specific guidance on moral
Danielle Walker's Against All Grain Celebrations St. Martin's Press
Unsweetened Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
leadership in both large organizations and entrepreneurial
Describes the availability of personnel with cyber skills in the private
The MacGowen Betrothal: Highland Rogues In this second book of the
ventures, as well as a new, practical, step-by-step plan for
sector and the number of Army reserve component soldiers available to
Highland Rogues series, Isobel Fraser and Gilmour MacGowan?om
measuring and strengthening every component of moral
readers met in The Fraser Bride-battle danger and their suspicions of each support the Army's cyber mission needs.
intelligence–from integrity and responsibility to compassion and
Swamp Sweets Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
other as they journey through the Highlands. And they find love is the
forgiveness. The authors also provide practical ways for readers
The romance between LA psychologist Christina McMullen and
greatest risk and adventure of all!
Lieutenant Jack Rivera is finally sizzling...until Chrissy catches the
to develop their own moral and emotional competencies.
Brown Sugar Kitchen Pearson Prentice Hall
lieutenant
in
a
compromising
position.
Still,
when
a
vicious
criminal
from
Uncorked Dell
Kinky Friedman has always proven himself to be a master of the
their past is released from prison, Rivera is willing to do whatever it takes Koofi's New York Times bestseller, The Favored Daughter, is the true and
offbeat and irreverent, and still manages to pull off a helluva
to keep Chrissy safe--but does that include murder?Despite sound advice
inspiring story of how one Afghani woman overcame poverty and
whodunit in the process. Now the Kinkster may have met his
from her best friend, Brainy Laney Butterfield, Chrissy is determined to
prejudice to become the first female speaker of the Afghani Parliament and
match in this superbly crafted, fiendishly clever tale of a
clear Rivera's name. But first she'll have to tango with a quintet of sexy
a leading contender for president. The nineteenth daughter of a local
suitors and her own current beau, Doctor...what was his name again? And village leader in rural Afghanistan, Fawzia Koofi was left to die in the sun
murderer who's methodically killing off unsuspecting
when Chrissy is attacked, the stakes become more dangerous than ever, for after birth by her mother. But she survived, and perseverance in the face of
Manhattan men. Gallingly, all clues point toward Kinky.
extreme hardship has defined her life ever since. Despite the abuse of her
Greenwich Village is the setting for Ten Little New Yorkers, a she's about to pop the lid on the most lucrative criminal enterprise in
LA--and to the surprise of this shrink, more than one deep, dark secret is
family, the exploitative Russian and Taliban regimes, the murders of her
tale of murder and mayhem as only Friedman can warble it and about to become uncorked.
father, brother, and husband, and numerous attempts on her life, she rose to
featuring his usual suspects, including Ratso -- Dr. Watson to
Living the Vida Lola Dell
become the first Afghani woman Parliament speaker. Here, she shares her
Kinky's singular Sherlock Holmes. As the clues and bodies pile "Greiman's writing is warm, witty and gently wise." --New York
amazing story, punctuated by a series of poignant letters she wrote to her
up and the cops strong-arm Kinky as their man, he has to jump Times bestselling author Betina Krahn A handsome diplomat—on a two daughters before each political trip—letters describing the future and
through hoops to find the real killer, all the while maintaining
deadly mission to deliver a priceless necklace—is in no position to get freedoms she dreamed of for them and for all the women of Afghanistan.
Ten Little New Yorkers Chronicle Books
his outrage and, of course, his innocence. The murderer may be involved with a common tavern wench...no matter how
Now includes a bonus excerpt from Meg Cabot's new Heather Wells
someone close to Kinky, which leads to a shocker of an ending breathtakingly beautiful she is... But there’s more to the gorgeous
wench than Roman Forbes first surmises (including his pocket watch, novel, Size 12 and Ready to Rock, available wherever books are sold
that will surely take Kinky devotees completely by surprise.
which somehow made its way into her possession). With a bounty on July 10. Heather Wells Rocks! Or, at least, she did. That was before
With a wink and a nod to Dame Agatha (as in Christie), after
her head, Tara Griffin can’t afford to fall for the handsome Roman, a she left the pop-idol life behind after she gained a dress size or
which all resemblance to those classic mysteries fades, this is
nobleman who clearly has no place for a commoner in his life... But two—and lost a boyfriend, a recording contract, and her life savings
one of Friedman's most complex and irresistible page-turners
(when Mom took the money and ran off to Argentina). Now that the
when the search for a treasure to save a man’s life brings the
yet. Cunningly tentous issues of life, death, guilt, innocence,
nobleman and the wench together on a special mission, fate sweeps glamour and glory days of endless mall appearances are in the past,
love, loss, and the danger of false confessions, this is Kinky
them into each other’s arms. And running to save their lives, Roman Heather's perfectly happy with her new size 12 shape (the average for
Friedman at his wily, suspenseful, and sacrilegious best.
the American woman!) and her new job as an assistant dorm director
and Tara discover an overwhelming passion—and an everlasting
Unscrewed J&R Publishing
#1 New York Times bestseller Charlaine Harris’s Shakespeare series
returns to print in this stunning mystery. Welcome to Shakespeare,
Arkansas. Lily Bard came to the small town of Shakespeare to escape her
dark and violent past. Other than the day-to-day workings of her cleaning
and errand-running service, she pays little attention to the town around
her. So when she spots a dead body being dumped in the town green, she's
inclined to stay well away. But she was in the wrong place at the wrong
time, and despite her best efforts, she's dragged into the murder case. Lily
doesn't care who did it, but when the police and local community start
pointing fingers in her direction, she realizes that proving her innocence
will depend on finding the real killer in quiet, secretive Shakespeare.
Shakespeare's Landlord is the first book in Charlaine Harris's Lily Bard
mystery series.

Warning Miracle Dell
Brown Sugar Kitchen is more than a restaurant. This soul-food
outpost is a community gathering spot, a place to fill the belly, and
the beating heart of West Oakland, a storied postindustrial

at one of New York's top colleges. That is, until the dead body of a
female student from Heather's residence hall is discovered at the
The Queer Advantage Macmillan
With the holidays reminding Casie of every mistake she's ever made, and bottom of an elevator shaft. The cops and the college president are
her assistant Emily struggling to be a single mom, it's anyone's guess what ready to chalk the death off as an accident, the result of reckless
love...
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youthful mischief. But Heather knows teenage girls . . . and girls do
not elevator surf. Yet no one wants to listen—not the police, her
colleagues, or the P.I. who owns the brownstone where she
lives—even when more students start turning up dead in equally
ordinary and subtly sinister ways. So Heather makes the decision to
take on yet another new career: as spunky girl detective! But her new
job comes with few benefits, no cheering crowds, and lots of
liabilities, some of them potentially fatal. And nothing ticks off a
killer more than a portly ex-pop star who's sticking her nose where it
doesn't belong . . .
Moral Intelligence 2.0 Minotaur Books
Chrissy McMullen #8 "Dangerously funny stuff." –Janet Evanovich
LA therapist, Chrissy McMullen and her on-again-off-again LAPD
hottie, Jack Rivera finally agreed that it would be best for the rest of
the civilized world if they ended their too-hot-to-handle
relationship... Until they run into each other at a posh Rodeo Drive
restaurant. Chrissy is there with a date. Rivera is escorting his
mother, who ends up guarding the restroom door while the ex-couple
revisits their decision to break up (a discussion that involves the
removal of many, many items of clothing and continues at Rivera’s
house.) Their reunion was definitely explosive—but could it actually
be deadly? The Black Flames, the most bloodthirsty criminal gang in
modern history, arrives at Rivera’s front door carrying a big grudge
and deadly weapons...and now Chrissy is also a target! Desperate to
protect her, Rivera convinces her to leave town until it’s safe. Thus
Chrissy’s frantic exile to parts unknown—a city girl adrift in wheat
fields! Sans money, decent clothing, and any kind of technology,
Chrissy takes an alias, becomes a waitress and spends her time
defending her dubious honor and trolling for tips. She can feel her IQ
dropping with every slack-jawed patron she serves; with the
exception of Hiro Jonovich Danshov, the intriguing mystery man
who Chrissy hates....but is undeniably (although she DOES deny it)
attracted to. Will he teach her to defend herself before they kill each
other or is he a member of the very gang she’s hiding from? "Lois
Greiman is a modern day Dorothy Sayers. Witty as hell, yet talented
enough to write like an angel with a broken wing." – Kinky
Friedman, author of Ten Little New Yorkers “Sexy...sassy...An
entertaining series.” —Mystery Scene “For the Janet Evanovich fans
who are craving a protagonist similar to Stephanie Plum.”
—CurledUp.com ing series.” —Mystery Scene A delightful romp, a
laugh on every page." –MaryJanice Davidson—Mystery Scene
Impeachment of William Jefferson Clinton, President of the United
States Simon & Schuster
"Greiman's writing is warm, witty and gently wise." --New York
Times bestselling author Betina Krahn To bring a generations-old
feud to an end, the gallant and sexy warrior, Laird of Forbes must
return the long-lost daughter of his now dying enemy to Scottish soil.
But what if the young child perished in infancy 17 years ago and
there is, sadly, no daughter to return? A warrior improvises...and
finds a beautiful imposter to bring back to his native land. The
beautiful Rose Gunther has decided to be neither impressed, nor
scared by the arrogant Scotsman who whisks her away from her
English convent. But try to resist her attraction to the powerful Leith
she may, she can’t deny how utterly helpless she is in resisting his
sensuous touch...
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